CONTRIBUTION
TO ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Optimising Aviation’s
Role

RESPONSES TO GREEN PAPER
CONSULTATION
A series of topics dealt with in Powerpoint format
Topic
Regional Access Agenda

Land Use, Terrestrial access at Regional Airports

Including to an expanded Heathrow, proposed PSO protocols, and UK
region to region connectivity all made more urgent by evolution of Flybe /
flybmi’s demise
The UK airport market is not a level playing field, partly by actions of
government and regulators that bears down disproportionately on the
smaller/ weaker.
Potential partners with government. Contribute to regional initiatives such
as City Deals and regional equivalents of the Northern Powerhouse that are
already underway.
Raise the policy recognition of regional airports actual and potential roles
including business development and employment clusters to secondary and
tertiary cities and remote and peripheral areas across the UK
Counter the bias for large airport projects

Aviation Training and Skills Development

Strong potential role for regional airports to play a significant role

Disproportionate Costs Issue

This topic follows here

Relevance

Contribution to Economic Development

Strategic Value of Regional Airports

RABA’S OVERARCHING POSITION

A more inclusive approach to aviation policy is required that respects and articulates clear roles for
airports of all shapes and sizes.
Acknowledge that the traditional “one size fits all” approach to policy and regulation needs to be changed
if a level playing field is to be created.

This will allow all airports to better contribute productively to the UK’s future aviation and economic
needs.

RABA GROUP SEEKING STRONGER POLICY RECOGNITION
FOR THE UK’S REGIONAL AND BUSINESS AIRPORTS ……
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60 minute drive-times from RABA Airports (right) covers much of the UK and many
areas that are less well served by the major airports. They are a unique resource to
influence economic activity and re-balance the economy right across the UK.
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GENERAL CONTEXT
Broad Agreement with Green Paper Strategic Aspirations
•

•
•
•
•
•

The UK’s future prosperity depends on our ability to reach out to the rest of the world, to forge new trade
links, to connect and compete.
The UK needs to be well positioned to take advantage of the expected changes to the global economy,
which could more than double in size between now and 2050.
The changing nature of the goods and services we trade means that aviation freight is becoming increasingly
significant to the economy, transporting high value, high tech products, medicines and just in time deliveries.
Infrastructure development is the key to unlocking growth potential; it highlights the need for further
capacity – delivered sustainably and in a way that benefits the whole country.
This is why RABA Group is also supportive of the development of a third runway at Heathrow Airport.
RABA Group is also supportive of airports throughout the UK making best use of their existing runways,
subject to environmental issues being addressed.

REGIONAL CONTEXT
Broad Agreement with Green Paper Strategic Aspirations
• Airports can directly support thousands of jobs and generate economic benefits beyond the airport fence.
Core and specialist aviation services, freight companies, logistics hubs and aerospace investment are often
located close to airports, creating jobs in the local area.
• Regional airports also act as wider magnets attracting non-aviation businesses due to the air connections the
airport offers but also the strong road and rail access links that support the airport. They act as a gateway to
international opportunities for the regions of the UK.
• Airports have a crucial role to play in their regions. They are hubs for growth within and beyond the region in
which they are situated.
Although we can quibble with some proposed classification criteria we accept the general insight that there are different
categories of airport. The Green Paper identifies Local, Regional and National Airports.

We have used the following typology in one analysis that follows:National Hub (50-75mppa); National Gateway (25-50m); Regional Gateway (10-25m); Large Regional (5-10m); Medium
Regional (3-5m); Small Regional (1.5-3.0m); Large Local (0.5 -1.5m); Small Local (Less 500K); Niche Local (Bus Av + up
to 100k).

REGIONAL CONTEXT

There are 61 UK Airports reporting to the CAA with scheduled passenger performance statistics. The vast
majority (72%) of these airports (44) handle less than 3 mppa.
Of the 44 smaller ‘CAA reporting airports’, the vast majority are now members of the RABA Group. RABA
also has other member airports that have no scheduled passenger services and so might more accurately
described as Business or General Aviation aerodromes or dedicated aerospace manufacturing and servicing
facilities. These airports share many of the same challenges as the smaller scheduled passenger airports.
There has been a significant shift in approach to regional economic policy in the UK since 2010. The focus on
devolving powers to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland and eight regional development agencies in England
to deliver economic growth has been replaced by a new emphasis on urban dynamism and the localism agenda,
led by Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEP’s), combined authorities, competitive growth funding and City Deals.

COLLECTIVE IMPORTANCE AND
POTENTIAL OF SECTOR

REGIONAL CONTEXT

A recent RABA Member’s questionnaire attempted to gain some insight into the GVA of the sector, as this
calculation is often required for local Airport Masterplans or other local economic studies.
The 25 airport sample reports directly employing over 2,000 FTEs and over 5,000 indirect FTE employees and
makes an estimated GVA contribution to the UK in the order of £735million (2015).
Two thirds of the reporting airports have associated business parks with many thousands of additional
employees benefitting from their proximity to an airport.
Indeed frequently local economic development plans place great emphasis on these airport associated
employment clusters.
In some areas aviation also plays an important role in the delivery of mail, express parcels and perishable goods,
and in the export of perishable or high value low weight items.

TYPOLOGY OF UK CITIES
Type of City

Description

Examples in the UK

Capital City*

National capital of the UK or a Devolved Administration area.

London, Edinburgh, Cardiff, Belfast

Core City*

Focal point of a large (+500,000 population) metropolitan city region in the
UK that do not have Capital city designation; includes the eight cities
recognised by ODPM in England.

Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham, Bristol,
Newcastle, Liverpool, Nottingham, Sheffield,
Glasgow

Industrial City

A city that historically developed around one or more dominant industrial
sectors as a consequence of physical geographic advantages or proximity to
raw materials.

Bradford, Blackburn, Barnsley, Stoke-on-Trent,
Aberdeen, Pontypool, Doncaster

A Gateway City

A city that provides connections for goods and/or people to the
international economy (for example the location of a port or airport).

Grimsby, Hull, Ipswich, Portsmouth,
Southampton, Dundee

A Visitor City**

A city that attracts international tourists and UK visitors owing to its
advantageous position (a coastal location, for example), its natural assets or
its historical, cultural and architectural heritage.

Blackpool, Worthing, Chester, Southport,
Cornwall, Margate, Bognor Regis

A Knowledge City

A city that contains a leading university with expertise in science and
technology and the capacity to promote innovation and clusters of spin-off
companies in the local economy; if combined with a Capital or Core city it
is called an ‘Ideopolis’.

Oxford, Cambridge, Bath, Leamington/ Warwick,
Lancaster

A Subsidiary City **

A city that benefits from its physical connection to a capital or large cityReading, Aldershot, Hamilton, Cannock, Redditch,
region, by specialising in complementary knowledge-intensive industries that Basildon, Basingstoke, St Albans, Slough
give the larger city its comparative advantage in the national or global
economy.

A Regional Services
City

A city that historically has grown through supplying employment
opportunities and retail and other services to its wider region.

Norwich, Exeter, Inverness, Carlisle, Darlington,
Lincoln, Gloucester

A Hybrid City ***

Is a city that does not neatly fit into one of the other definitions or is
transitioning from one type of city to another, but demonstrates strong
economic growth.

York, Wigan, Preston

We have adapted Hildreth’s
original typology of medium
sized cities (see Table) and
applied it to the top 100
urban areas in the UK by
population.
In so doing we have
identified the airports that
principally serve each of the
cities, those that have
already been or currently
are the subject to the City
Deals and Growth Deals
process and those that were
identified as the UK’s key
cities in the latest State of
the Cities review.

CONNECTIVITY - CITIES & ECONOMIC GROWTH
Category of Airport by the UK Cities They Serve
Airport category

National Hub (50-75m)
National Gateway (25-50m)
Regional Gateway (10-25m)
Large Regional (5-10m)
Medium Regional (3-5m)
Small Regional (1.5-3.0m)
Large Local (0.5 -1.5m)
Small Local (Less 500K)
Niche Local (Bus Av + up to
100k)
Total served

City Type
Core

Secondary

Tertiary

Total

1

3
0

2
3
6
7
9
2
8
8

4
2
3
16
7
1
10
6

7
5
11
28
20
3
21
14

0

6

5

11

15

51

54

120

2
5
4

Note: Cities assigned to nearest airport within one hour travel time

If we look at the smaller
airport sector as a whole (<
3mppa and in blue) we can see
it is involved with 41% of the
UK’s main cities.
We welcome that the
government wants to see, through
the Aviation Strategy, that
aviation’s benefits are maximised.
We also welcome the desire to
re-balance the UK economy.

We posit that smaller regional
airports have an important role
to play in this.

EXTENT OF POPULATION AND ECONOMY
SERVED
Larger Cities and Airport Data (RABA Group members in red)

The population of the
secondary/tertiary cities listed in the
next slide (not including cities below
60,000 population) is 15 million
compared with 20 million in the
primary (i.e. core and capital cities).
In other words when aggregated
medium-sized cities are just as
important in population and economic
terms as the larger category of cities.

EXTENT OF POPULATION AND ECONOMY
SERVED
Smaller Cities and Airport Data (RABA Group members in red)

Of the cities that are subject of the City Deal
process, approximately half are in smaller
regional airport catchment areas, and
therefore have the opportunity to factor their
airport’s development into their negotiations
with the Department for Communities and
Local Government and Department for
Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy.
All the evidence points to secondary and
tertiary cities in the UK having the greatest
potential for the highest rates of economic
growth.
So it’s important, that alongside the major
regional core cities they also have better access to
global markets.

SMALLER REGIONAL AIRPORT’S CONTRIBUTION
• Airports serving < 3mppa represents a significant proportion of UK airports.
• Airports provide niche passengers air services for many parts of the UK, but are especially important in
remote and peripheral areas and in terms of serving secondary UK cities.
• Airports host other vital aspects of UK aviation such as flight training, specialist and business aviation,
special missions aviation (reconnaissance, SAR, defence, surveillance, fire fighting/disaster response/relief
management, aero-medical, social, political,VIP etc.)
• These airports and adjacent businesses are significant employers in their own right and their GVA
contribution to the UK economy is significant; perhaps even more important they also impact
significantly on regional development

• Further potential exists to nurture associated aerospace employment clusters and turbo-charge the
secondary and tertiary regions that they frequently serve.
• They frequently reach parts of the UK economy that larger airports cannot reach!

BUSINESS, G.A. & ‘RELIEVER’ AIRPORTS

Explicitly recognise in planning and business policy the important role the UK’s small and mid-size
airports (Business and General Aviation and ‘Reliever’ Airports) play in:
1. Facilitating non passenger-related aviation activities (e.g. emergency services, offshore energy support,
military operations, aircraft servicing and testing, pilot training and prospectively space flights)
2. Hosting one of the UK’s most advanced and high value industries – the aerospace and defence sector
– in which we remain a globally significant player
3. Being the focal point of wider advanced manufacturing and research, logistics and producer service,
conference and tourism accommodation clusters, generating agglomeration and spin-off benefits
associated with airport cities, business districts, campuses, villages and communities.

SIGNIFICANT INEQUALITY IN INTERNATIONAL
CONNECTIVITY ACROSS THE UK
Research commissioned by the NCTF suggests that significant parts of the UK are less well connected to London,
and through its major airports to the wider world, than those that do have good London hub access by air or rail.

The result is ‘inequality of access’ that effects economic competitiveness; it is important this is addressed.
Regional slots at an expanded Heathrow are one important way to do so.

UK Special Assisted Areas (Shaded)

Regional Airports (RABA Members) and their close association with many
special assisted areas offers a convenient, effective and comprehensive lever
to apply across economically challenged UK areas.

‘Development Regions’ allow greater scope for public intervention even in
aviation. (e.g. PSO, SGEI status, RDF, Sir Discount Scheme; Tax Exemptions)

MAXIMISING AVIATION’S
ECONOMIC IMPACT

CONTEXT
Aviation has a material impact on the growth of city, local and regional
economies through three key mechanisms:
1. Business activity and employment creation related to airside aviation activities:
-

Passenger traffic, air cargo, business/general aviation, space flights/UAVs, military/defence sector,
offshore/emergency services, flight testing/pilot training, aerospace OEM/MRO & aircraft recycling
Direct, indirect and induced jobs
Supply chains, logistics gateways, strong labour markets

2. Catalytic effects arising from enhanced domestic and international airline network
connectivity:
-

User benefits and GVA associated with increased productivity for high propensity to fly sectors and
medium/large scale firms
Attraction of inward investment and mobile international talent
Stronger trade routes facilitating increased volumes of imports and exports
Increased international and short break tourism – more visitors and spend per head

CONTEXT
The third mechanism is:
Agglomeration economies associated with spatial clustering of aviation related
and dependent sectors:
-

Airport cities, business districts/corridors, office/business parks and campuses,
industrial estates/logistics parks, convention/exhibition centres with hotel/conferences
quarters, renewable energy complexes/surface access interchanges
Spatial proximity/sectoral complementarity results in spillover effects generating
catalytic employment and additional local/regional GVA
Rental premiums encourage airports to invest in both their airside and landside
property portfolios and in so doing benefit from the cross-subsidy permitted by
diversified income streams
There is as yet, however, no reliable mechanism through which betterment value in
the form of higher rental/land values created by airport investment can be captured
from the development of land outside the operators ownership boundaries and thus
contribute to future airside or surface access enhancements.

THIERSTEIN SCHEMATIC OF AIRPORT & CITY
INTERACTIONS

Literature points to greatest impact of
aviation on the wider economy being
through sectors where use of air
services (i.e. Propensity to Fly) is high.
Thierstein’s model refers to knowledge
sectors, which like most R&D intensive
activities (and tertiary education) use
aviation extensively.

AIR CONNECTIVITY
• The growing evidence of the correlation between air connectivity, trade,
labour productivity and GDP is illustrated in subsequent slides and is now
widely accepted by academics and policy makers.
• The relationship is frequently two-way, but new research on the ‘direction
of causality’ suggests that in remote/more peripheral regions or those with
less developed aviation markets, interventions to enhance network
connectivity appear to be associated with material increases in economic
outputs across aviation dependent sectors.
• Little of this research has been UK focused – a gap that needs to be
addressed if we are to understand the implications of spatial variations in
levels of access to air connectivity on local economies.

PROPENSITY TO FLY AND GDP/HEAD

CITY HIERARCHIES AND AIRPORTS

•

GAWC has provided evidence of a strong correlation between air transport network density and the location of
major innovation communities (R&D, Hi Tech Co’s, Universities), decision-making centres (HQ’s, Govt Institutions)
and advanced producer service clusters (banks, accountants, legal firms, architects, consultants).

•

These networks, which are the cornerstones of the modern global economy, are found in greatest density in high
ranking World Cities. Fast and reliable access to these cities is therefore of utmost importance for smaller urban
areas, regional economies, industrial sectors, and businesses and labour markets located away from their immediate
hinterland.

•

GAWC rate London (Alpha+ No 2); Manchester (Beta- No 116), Birmingham(Beta- No 120) Edinburgh Beta- No
130), followed by Glasgow, Belfast and Bristol.

AIRPORTS AS GLOBAL GATEWAYS FOR
HIGH PTF ECONOMIC SECTORS

•

The adjacent tabular analysis from a recent PPIW study on
Cardiff and St Athan airports for the Welsh Government,
provides a useful summary that is also applicable to other
airports.

•

Sector specifics will vary by City and region depending on
location, economic structure and airport size and network
density.

HIGH LEVEL OBSERVATIONS
• Our conclusions are that there is evidence that fast growing Knowledge and Regional Service cities need
access to an airport because of the air intensive nature of the sectors that are prominent in their
economies.

• And that for many other medium sized cities that have not yet made the full transition into the new
economy, investment in the success of their airport will bring material benefits in the longer term.
• This is certainly the strategy in Cornwall, Dundee, Manston, DTVA, Doncaster, Southend and Derry City;
while Norwich, Inverness, Gloucester, Southampton and Exeter are good examples of where this synergy is
already bringing benefits for the local economy.
• It also suggests that strategic recognition of the added value that facilitating the growth and long term
commercial sustainability of smaller regional airports, would be extremely helpful in engaging the wider
interest of Whitehall departments in supporting airports as part of current and any subsequent rounds of
City Deals, Growth Funding and EU structural funding.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF INTERVENTION
A framework needed for considering wider economic potential and therefore suitability for different types of
intervention
Suggested Relevant Considerations
• Airport Size (in terms of passenger numbers per annum)

• Hinterland characteristics, i.e. rural, semi-rural, remote, peninsula, island, etc.
• Market function, i.e. hub, gateway, regional, business, military, etc.
• Competitive intensity, i.e. number/catchment of airports, network density/compatibility
• Economic role, i.e. City/Region, business district, industrial estate, etc.
• Ownership, i.e. State, district authority, local authority, private majority, etc.
• Type of authority, i.e. state, national, combined authorities, county, district, etc.
• Source of external funding, i.e. national, Growth Funds, LEPs, City Deals, developer, landowner

POLICY IMPLIC ATIONS
A simple ‘one size fits all’ approach which is evident in a lot of Government aviation policy will not
maximise wider economic benefits from airports:1. Airports serving rural areas or smaller urban populations require a different policy framework to
those in larger more congested cities.
2. Similarly bigger airports with wider network connectivity and congested estates will not generate
the same kind of benefits as smaller ones with substantive development land but fewer air
services.
A multi-faceted policy is required tailored to regional geography, economic structure and airport
characteristics (e.g. passenger volume, network density, surface access connectivity, levels of runway
congestion, develop-able land airside and landside and planning and environmental constraints)

AIRPORT GOVERNANCE

AIRPORT ECONOMY/GOVERNANCE TYPOLOGY
Undertaking type

Relevant asset

Undertaking type

Relevant asset

Private Limited

Aberdeen Airport

Publicly owned

Barra Airport

Private Limited

Belfast International Airport

Publicly owned

Benbecula Airport

Private Limited

Blackpool Airport

Publicly owned

Birmingham International Airport

Private Limited

Bristol International Airport

Publicly owned

Blackpool Airport

Private Limited

Edinburgh Airport

Publicly owned

Bournemouth Airport

Private Limited

Exeter International Airport

Publicly owned

Campbeltown Airport

Private Limited

Gatwick Airport

Publicly owned

City of Derry Airport

Private Limited

George Best Belfast City Airport

Publicly owned

Dundee Airport

Private Limited

Glasgow Airport

Publicly owned

East Midlands Airport

Private Limited

Heathrow Airport

Publicly owned

Gloucestershire Airport

Private Limited

Lands End Airport

Publicly owned

Humberside Airport

Private Limited

Leeds Bradford International Airport

Publicly owned

Inverness Airport

Private Limited

Liverpool John Lennon Airport

Publicly owned

Islay Airport

Private Limited

London City Airport

Publicly owned

Kirkwall Airport

Private Limited

London Luton Airport

Publicly owned

Manchester Airport

Private Limited

London Southend Airport

Publicly owned

Newquay Cornwall Airport

Private Limited

Newcastle International Airport

Publicly owned

Norwich International Airport

Private Limited

Doncaster Sheffield Airport

Publicly owned

St. Mary's Airport (Isles of Scilly)

Private Limited

Southampton Airport

Publicly owned

Stornoway Airport

Private Limited

Stansted Airport

Publicly owned

Sumburgh Airport

Private Limited

Stansted Airport

Publicly owned

Tingwall Airport

Publicly owned
Publicly owned
Publicly owned

Tiree Airport
Wick Airport
Durham Tees Valley Airport

The Green Paper
statement that the
UK aviation market
operates
predominately in the
private sector does
not really apply to
UK Airports

AIRPORT ECONOMY/GOVERNANCE TYPOLOGY

Undertaking
type

Relevant asset

Undertaking type

Relevant asset

Change of status in last decade
Privately
owned
Privately
owned
Council run
Privately
owned
Privately
owned
Privately
owned
Privately
owned
Privately
owned
Publicly
owned
Privately
owned

Glasgow Prestwick Airport 

Publicly owned

Glasgow Prestwick Airport

Cardiff Airport 

Publicly owned

Cardiff Airport

Moved from Council run to
HIAL run
Manston  Closed but under review

Dundee Airport 

Filton 

Dundee Airport

Closed and housing development

Taken back into Council Ownership after closing to scheduled
aviation and after attempt to privatise
Durham Tees Valley Airport  Recently taken back to local authority ownership
Blackpool Airport 

Plymouth 
Penzance Heliport 
Coventry 

Closed but under review
Closed and retail development
Closed to scheduled passenger aviation

Indeed private
ownership could be
said to have peaked.
Public-Private
partnerships are
proving to be
enduring.

AIRPORT ECONOMY/GOVERNANCE TYPOLOGY
Airport
Size
(Pax/Yr)

Market
Function

Hinterland
Character

Economic Role

Ownership

Type Planning
Authority

Sourcing of
Investment

+75 mppa

Global Hub

Top 10 World City

National Technopole
Regional Cluster

National Government
Ownership

Joint Authorities:
National/
Regional

International
Funding Institutions
(e.g. EIB and DWB)

50-75 mppa

Continental
Hub

Metropolis

Regional Ownership

Combined
City Authorities

25-50 mppa

Secondary Hub,
Major Gateway

Metro Urban Area

City Growth
Point/Anchor
Institution
Aerotropolis

Arms-length Public
Company

City Authorities

National
Government
Funding
Sovereign Wealth
Funds

10-25 mppa

Large Core City

Airport-City

Local Authority (Single
Shareholder)

Metropolitan
Boroughs

Pension Funds

5-10 mppa

Mini-hub,
Regional
Gateway
Larger Regional

Smaller Core City

Airport-Commercial
quarter

Hybrid Public Authority
(Joint Local Authority or
Local Authority Trust)

Unitary

NIC/IPA: MOD/DIO

3-5 mppa

Medium Regional

Secondary City

Airport District/
corridor

Private Majority/LA
Minority

County/
District

LEPs – Growth
Fund

1-3 mppa

Smaller Regional

Tertiary City,
peripheral subregion

Airport Campus

Private Developer/
Operator

City Deals

0-1 mppa

Local

Rural, remote
region, island

Airport Business/
Logistics Park

Private – Infrastructure
Fund

Local Authority
Investments

The Aviation
Strategy and
emergent
policy should
anticipate and
facilitate
airport-led
economic
growth
initiatives.

AIRPORT LED ECONOMIC GROWTH – GOVERNANCE MODELS
The Aviation Strategy and emergent policy should anticipate and
facilitate airport-led economic growth initiatives.
• Airports/Private Joint Venture Partnership (e.g. with property developers)
• Direct investment in Infrastructure or property Investment funds
• Public ownership (DAs, LPAs, HIAL, DIO joint use)

• Airport/LEP Development Initiatives
• Airport/LEP/LPA Growth Partnership SPV
• Airport development corporations

TURBO-CHARGING INBOUND
TOURISM

INBOUND TOURISM

Global Travel & Tourism contribution to direct GDP in 2013 is forecast to grow by 3.1% and is again forecast
to outpace growth of the total global economy (2.4%) in 2013. Longer-term prospects are even more
positive with annual growth forecast to be 4.4% per year over the ten years to 2022 The World Travel & Tourism Council
(WTTC).
A very significant 1 in 11 of the world’s total jobs are involved in travel and tourism. In Europe the direct
contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP in 2012 was USD612.9bn (2.9% of GDP The World Travel & Tourism Council
(WTTC)).

INBOUND TOURISM
.
14% of the Scottish workforce is engaged in tourism representing 100,000 FTE jobs and serving 50
million visitors. The industry contributes USD4800 per head of population for Scotland. 85% of
visitors are from the UK and 15% are international, but the international visitors represent 35% of
the revenue. VisitScotland
In the Republic of Ireland 75% of overseas tourists arrive by air and 25% by ferry, whilst 60% of
overseas Northern Irish visitors come by air and the balance of 40% by ferry. Tourism Ireland
In some research for the UK Connectivity Taskforce report (Paper 7) data was assembled that
demonstrated:
• 80% of tourists do not stray beyond two hours from their arrival airport.
• UK Regions need convenient access to an international hub so long haul tourists can access those
regions.

AIR ACCOUNTS FOR OVER 70% OF ALL
INTERNATIONAL VISITORS, AND OVER 80%
OF SPEND

International Visitors to UK 2013
All Visitors By Air
By Sea/Tunnel
Number of Trips (000) 32,813
23,722
9,091
Spend (£million)
20,844
17,669
3,175

Air Share
72%
85%

LONG HAUL TOURISM IS SUPERIOR AND
NEEDS SPREAD ACROSS UK

Shares of Short Haul and Long Haul Markets: 2013

• Long haul only 15% of visitors but 40% of spend (Long
haul: £1,159 Short haul: £492 Domestic: £187)

100%

Share of Activity

• 75% visitors come by air but represent 85% of spend

80%
Not Classified
Long Haul
Short Haul (Europe)

60%
40%
20%
0%
Trips
International Passr Survey: 2013

Spend

• Long haul/short haul relative balance and spend have
not changed since 2007 (2014)
• Most of those on holiday visit only one UK region
during their trip

• London enjoys 54% of UK visitors (LHR,LGW and STN
are main UK éntrepôts)

TURBO CHARGE REGIONAL TOURISM
WITH VIBRANT REGIONAL AIRPORTS
• 80% of Tourists do not stray more than 2 hours from their
entry point. (needs updating with fresh research)

Tourism-Related Sectors’ Share of All Employment: 2012

• Small regional Airports are the means by which tourists can
be effectively delivered.
• Direct air services to regional airport-increasing the (time
sensitive) short break market; avoiding leakage of visitor
spend to other regions/countries that can occur with nondirect routings
• Direct regular, ideally interlined, connections with the national
UK hub ensure good connections to high value long haul
visitors from Commonwealth, US and emerging markets in
particular.

Importance of
tourism-related
employment
varies-but is
strongest in rural
areas

REGIONAL AIRFREIGHT

The UK Regions

•

Predominantly access air freight services by
road to Heathrow.

•

Access to Integrator services by road and to
a lesser extent air to East Midlands and
Stansted with a limited degree of direct
regional activity.

•

Belly hold capacity on regional long haul
passenger services.

•

Concern lack of access to air freight
connectivity makes regional businesses
generating or bringing in high value
consignments less competitive - do we
understand the extent to which that is true?

RABA AIRPORTS CARRYING > 1,000 TONNES PA
35,000

30,000

Prestwick inform us that though volumes have
declined freight aircraft movements and value of
consignments has not declined to the same
extent. More high value and outsize items are
being handled.
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SOME REGIONAL ANOMALIES

At a TfN Freight conference in
January 2016 it was noted that the
North punches well above its
weight in most forms of freight, but
not airfreight.

REGIONAL SNAPSHOT

New regional longhaul air
services are offering northern
business alternative delivery
routes

AIR FREIGHT CASE STUDY SCOTLAND

Just in - 1/3/2019 – CargoLogicAir’s
(CLA) chief executive David Kerr
confirmed that the B747F operator
would increase its current twice
weekly flight schedule ex-Stansted
to 12 flights per week out of the
UK, adding Doncaster and
Prestwick airports to its UK hub
network.

SCOTLAND: EDINBURGH HAS LARGEST
VOLUMES, GLASGOW GROWING
FASTEST

➢ Edinburgh: dominated by integrators
➢ Glasgow: almost all freight is to/from outside the EU
on scheduled passenger services
➢ Prestwick: three quarters of freight is to/from
outside the EU on cargo aircraft
➢ Aberdeen: freight is largely on domestic integrator
flights

SCOTLAND: GROWTH OF 30% BUT NOT EVENLY
SPREAD
➢ Growth very largely driven by fivefold increase at Glasgow
➢ Modest growth at Aberdeen and Edinburgh

➢ Decline at Prestwick (PIK informs that though tonnages are down the value of goods has
not decreased as much. They are dealing in higher value and bulky goods like air engines
and O&G parts)

NEW AIRFREIGHT SERVICE
OPPORTUNITY ?

A Possible Model for Enhanced Freight Links from
the Highlands and Islands

The world next day

Empty freight aircraft off islands
source of freight capacity at
marginal cost

‘Disruptors’ may change calculations – UK Freight
Strategy should be able to encompass

Large Unmanned Delivery
Aircraft

‘Air’ Freight in a very literal sense!

It is not clear the effect will be if/when Amazon
roll out a comprehensive air delivery network
(which the industry is now expecting)

Californian based startup company, Natilus,
claims it’s large autonomous drones will reduce
global air freight costs by 50% and will be 17x
faster than a standard cargo ship. Natilus aims
to build a large-scale commercial drone the size
of a Boeing 777 to help reduce the cost of air
freight by 50%.

RABA - ISSUES REQUIRING FURTHER ANALYSIS
Amount of UK O&D air cargo using cross –channel airports (tonnage and as %) e.g.
Inverness Medical trucks to Liege.
• What are the factors behind this leakage?
• What is its value?
• What policy interventions can be made to reduce/minimise it?

What are the barriers to making greater use of regional airports for transit-ing UK air
cargo?
• Many airports are willing, but struggle to secure forwarders and cargo airline engagement.
• What policy initiatives could address the current situation?

What is the scope for better air links from the UK regions to Heathrow, EMA and other
EU freight hubs?
• What are the dependencies/barriers to be overcome?
• What interventions are required to facilitate?

RABA: PRO-ACTIVE REGIONAL FREIGHT POLICY
INITIATIVES?
• Capacity & night movement constraints at LHR, STN, LGW – need for a dedicated
freighter airport for London and South East? E.G. Rockford Chicago, Hamilton Toronto,
Alliance Fort Worth Dallas, Liege.
• Will E-commerce and digitisation change historic patterns of operations? With what
consequences?
• Government needs to make best use of existing airport infrastructure – especially at
uncongested small and medium-sized regional airports with less environmental
restrictions. Scope for network of feeder airports – Better Use Policy:
1. LH/Network carrier bellyhold capacity at larger/medium sized regional airports – MAN,
BHX, EDI, GLA, NCL, BFS
2. Develop Specialist Role of (PIK, DSA, possibly CWL, EXE, CAX)

• Brexit Resilience initiatives emphasise regional capacity (Leipzig – Liverpool alliance;
AirBridge Cargo/Cargologicair – operating to PIK, STN and DSA) – what would it take
to make these permanent?
• PSOs/RDF’s for regional freight routes; encourage Fedex Textron type feeder operations,
especially across water or very remote

RABA: POSSIBLE GOVERNMENT ACTION – SOME
SUGGESTIONS
The UK Government White Paper must deal with freight policy more extensively, or commission a
standalone sector-specific policy document.
1. Commit to long-term growth in airfreight capacity to 2050, including safeguarding of night operations
capability, to cater for projected demand, which needs to be robustly forecast.

2. Develop polices to attract back as much of the UK air freight which is currently being diverted via near
European airports (a estimated 2 million tonnes per annum, with a UK origin or destination being
trucked to Europe for flight).
3. Support for new and enhanced freight routings, and specialist handling capabilities.

4. Better balance between the location of airport freight capacity and the source and destination of
demand; perhaps incentivising established freight-forwarders to increase their regional focused activity or
new start-ups to base themselves at airports outside the South East.
5. Encouragement, or a requirement, for the UK industry to modernise so that its stays ahead of
competition (e.g. by adopting the latest digital and automation technologies) achieves IATA standards for
e-airways bill adoption & improved delivery times for general cargo.
6. Initiate Free Trade or Enterprise Zones (post Brexit?) to stimulate major logistics clusters at key regional
airports.

S.M.E.S AND AVIATION

SMES AND AVIATION MORE CONSCIOUSLY WORKING
TOGETHER

Illustrative Example
Diagram adapted from a Jan 2015 Airports
Council International study on economic
impacts of aviation with approximation of the
estimated significance of each category of
impact, and the mechanisms through which
they are speculated to work.
Catalytic effects are adjudged to be the
largest.

SMES AND AVIATION CAN MORE CONSCIOUSLY
COOPERATE

Illustrative Example
Potential Project Aim – to develop a range of SME development tools that are suitable to deploy in
conjunction with economic development, airports and airline interests.

The general insight is that economic development agencies work with their local airport, its airlines and the
destinations that they serve to enhance the performance of their catchment’s SMEs in accessing markets at
the other end of those routes.
Mechanisms to achieve this could be along the lines of
1. Discounted flight tickets for qualifying SME marketing trips and more conscious accessing of existing SME
support that already exists.
2. More formal regional SME road shows to the other end of the route in collaboration with relevant
business organisations, potentially offering reciprocal hosting duties to SMEs from the selected
destination’s businesses.
3. Mentoring of SMEs to market research the selected destination or to support their marketing efforts
with more professional services (PR, design, copywriting, exhibiting, networking, sales trips).
4. There may be other approaches such as sectoral specialisation that could be appropriate.

GREATER MARKET REACH FOR NPA SMES
LEVERAGING AIRPORTS AND AIR SERVICES

Illustrative Example
1. SMEs and Aviation (Discounted tickets from airlines for selected SME businesses – both to get to the metropolitan
centre, but also onward destinations from selected hubs). Economic Development Agencies to be deeply involved in
mentoring businesses and creating networking opportunities at other end of route.
2. RABA Airports as Business Clusters – undertake study of business parks at airports and identify best practice.

3. Attracting Inbound Entrepreneurs – Develop proposition to prominent visitors to UK regions. May involve airlines
playing a role in discounting flights. Developing the remote region proposition to attract tired metropolitans who seek
safe and beautiful area to bring up their families.
4. Attracting Inbound Investors (Irish and Scots have leveraged their overseas diasporas rather well in this regard).
Roadshows for Chamber of Commerce(s) or other business groups to visit region. Airline cooperation/discounts to
facilitate.
5. Relevant Academic Research on regional development and air connectivity and testing key aspects in pilot airport
region projects.

AVIATION STRATEGY IMPLICATIONS

Undertake to work with Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS), Tourism, City Deals, and regional and
Devolved Administrations to facilitate and prompt projects that speed and maximise the impact of air services and
airports:- e.g.
• When new routes are launched

• At the far end of any selected hubs portfolio of destinations (not just LHR)
• Airports as employment (and transport) hubs, and brownfield sites suitable for economic development
• Use of airport’s legacy assets – old hangars, buildings, runways. Creation of new assets.
• Pilot projects to refine best practice

• New cross-departmental triple helix networks (including airline representatives) established with the aim of
maximising impact

POLICY SUGGESTIONS

POTENTIAL POLICY INTERVENTIONS

• Creating simplified economic zones (Free
Trade Areas, Freeports, EZ’s)
• Government/NIC Regional Economic
Initiatives – Northern Powerhouse, Midlands
Engine, Great South West, Oxford Cambridge
(Varsity) Growth Corridor
• Industrial strategy – Local Industrial
Strategies, Sector Catapults
• Relevant initiatives - in other economic
sectors that aviation supports
• Need for skills initiatives – academies,
apprenticeships, re-training and transferable
skills;

• Open pathways to funding for public or private
promoters – includes introducing devolved agencies
or major regional transport initiatives.
• Strong governance models are the key to success
• Ensure City deals, Growth funding, the National
Productivity Investment Fund Transforming
Cities Fund, Industrial Strategies Challenge
Fund etc give airports appropriate allocations in
their distribution of resources
• Introduce new ‘Local Infrastructure Funds’ to
replace lost funding from sources such as EU
Structural funds, EIB, EBRD

EXTANT AND POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
1. City deal roll-out
2.

Prioritise airports in the Transforming Cities Fund

3. UK Shared Prosperity Fund
4. Infrastructure Project Authority delivering national infrastructure
construction pipeline able to bring private pension/public funding to bear
5. Strength in Places Fund to support areas of R&D excellence across the UK
– e.g. aerospace, knowledge based sectors drawn to airports
6. Airport Development Corporations – formalised and business backed
7. HS2 style growth partnerships – for airports and spaceports lower key
approach better suited to a more informal governance model
8. Local infrastructure rate to support infrastructure projects that are high
value for money, local authorities able to borrow a total of £275 million at the
new discounted interest rate of gilts +60 basis points.
9. New Local Infrastructure Fund? – HIF precedent (replace lost EIB, EBRD)

POTENTIAL AREAS FOR RESEARCH
Aim: To develop an evidence base that that will inform/influence policy
• Work with Government to Prepare Guidance on how to optimise the wider economic
value of airports sustainably.

• Preparation of an airports, cities and their economies policy manifesto – including
where and how different stakeholders and governance models can participate.

• Facilitate cross departmental pilots to maximise impact of aviation (illustrative example below)

SUCCESSFUL AIRPORT/PUBLIC SECTOR COLLABORATIONS
Good examples of public sector support for airport focused initiatives generating
substantial wider economic benefits:
• A ‘Glocal’ nexus of knowledge exchange at Schiphol-Centre
• Frankfurt Airport developed as a Prime Knowledge Hub

• Manchester – Airport City
• East Midlands – Air Cargo centre and SEGRO logistics park
• Aberdeen Airport – Offshore technology park and energy campus
• Doncaster Sheffield Airport: Finningley and Rossington Regeneration Scheme (FARRRS), iPort
logistics park and Advance Materials Park Sheffield
• Cardiff – Aerospace cluster at BAMC and St Athan
• Cornwall Airport Newquay - Aerohub and Spaceport

• Blackpool – Enterprise zone initiative
• London Biggin Hill – Locate initiative

CONTRIBUTION TO REGIONAL ECONOMIC POLICY

RABA Group Airports are potential partners with government
Contribute to regional initiatives such as City Deals and regional equivalents of the Northern Powerhouse that are
already underway.
Greater emphasis should be made to the Government’s ‘Industrial Strategy - Building a Britain fit for the future’.
Within that document, aerospace and airports are recognised as a key sector. We should aim to have regional
airports at the very heart of Local Industrial Strategies.

GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS
How could the policy proposals be improved to maximise their impact and effectiveness in
addressing the issues that have been identified?
Ensure the collective importance of smaller regional airports is recognised in both policy and
delivery initiatives. Recognise their unique ability to help re-balance the UK economy –
intervene in development regions and act as partners with government and private sector in
delivering growth.
How should the proposals described be prioritised, based on their importance and urgency?
Ensuring the optimal number of UK nodes have links with global hubs such as an expanded LHR,
but also other UK and near Europe hubs. This will help globalise the UK regions. Certainty on
intentions would aid preparations and provide the private sector with greater confidence.
Airfreight deserves more visibility and policy consideration in the Aviation Strategy – we pose
some areas for further research.
Are you aware of any relevant additional evidence that should be taken into account?
Please note some of the perspectives presented here – such as the collective importance of the
sector; their correlation with development regions; their importance (which could be better
emphasised in policy) in regional city deals and initiatives; the important role they play in the
UK’s aviation ecosystem which congested airports cannot. More UK specific research is needed.

GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS
What implementation issues need to be considered and how should these be approached?
DfT could commission or cooperate with relevant research to guide policy; could cooperate in
facilitating pilot projects. (eg on ‘regionalising’ long haul tourism; or turbo charging regional SMEs
or facilitating regional inward investment). Suitable vehicles for consultation; policy refinement
and implementation should be developed. These may be working groups or other temporary or
semi permanent bodies to ensure the links between aviation and the broader economy are
maximised. Regional voices need engaged to ensure that major city and larger aviation interests
do not crowd out the deliberations.
What burdens, both financial and regulatory,are likely to need to be managed and how might those
be addressed?
(addressed in another Powerpoint on disproportionate costs and regulation)
Are there any options or policy approaches that have not been included in this chapter that should
be considered for inclusion in the aviation strategy?
We have made several suggestions in this submissions. These include an Airport Sector Deal,
variable policy for different types and scales of airport; DfT taking the lead in framing research
and pilots connected with maximising economic impact; DfT ensuring joined up government
takes greater advantage of the existing regional airports; as suggested in another Powerpoint
create a live database of UK’s airport infrastructure and facilities to aid inward investment.

GENERIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS
Looking ahead to 2050, are there any other long term challenges which need to be addressed?

SPECIFIC CONSULTATION QUESTIONS

How should the UK use its global leadership and international influence to further the aims of
the UK aviation sector?
What should the UK’s priorities be for strengthening existing connections and establishing links
with emerging markets?
GAWC has provided evidence of a strong correlation between air transport network density
and the location of major innovation communities (R&D, Hi Tech Co’s, Universities), decisionmaking centres (HQ’s, Govt Institutions) and advanced producer service clusters (banks,
accountants, legal firms, architects, consultants). These networks, which are the cornerstones of
the modern global economy, are found in greatest density in high ranking World Cities. Fast and
reliable access to these cities is therefore of utmost importance for smaller urban areas, regional
economies, industrial sectors, and businesses and labour markets located away from their
immediate hinterland.

